TEIMURAZ PIRASHVILI
where T*g is the tensor algebra over g, d' is the Chevalley-Eilenberg boundary map, and d is the Loday boundary map (see 10.6.2.1 in [CH] ). The natural epimorphism CL.(g,M)-^(g,M)
is a morphism of chain complexes, which is an isomorphism in dimensions 0 and 1. We define C^g.M) such that C^\g,M)[2} is the kernel of the above epimorphism. Let H: el (s,M)=H^C ? \s,M)).
We recall that HL, (g, M) = H, (CL^ (g, M) ) and ff, (g, M) = H, (C* (g, M) ). Thus, by definition we have The product map m : g <g) A"g -> A" +l g in the exterior algebra yields an epimorphism of chain complexes c*(g.g)-^a(g,fc)[-i].
Here C^ (g, k) is the reduced chain complex : Co^k) = 0,G,(g,/c) = Q(g,A;),z > 0.
We define CR^g) such that C'J?*(g) [l] is the kernel of C^(g,g) -> G*(g,A;)[-l]. We denote the homology of CR^(g) by HR^g). Then, by definition we have PROPOSITION 1.2. -One has an exact sequence 0 <-ff2(g, k) -ffi(g, g) ^-HRo(s) ^-ff3(g, k) -ff2(g,g) ^-HRi(g) ^-...
As usual, we denote the kernel of (^g -> A^g by Fg. Thus Fg is spanned by elements x 0 x. Moreover, Fg is a g-submodule ofg0g and the restriction of 1 (g) m : g (g) g 0 A'g -^ g (g) A^g to Fg (g) A^ gives an epimorphism of chain complexeŝ *(g,rg)^c^(g), which is an isomorphism in dimension 0. Hence HRo(g) ^ ^(g^Fg) and for the cohomological version we have HR°(g) ^ {invariant quadratic forms on g}.
It follows from Theorem A that the same is also true for H^(g^k) and H^{g, k) . Moreover, the corresponding map {invariant quadratic forms on g} -> H 3^ k) coincides with the classical homomorphism ofKoszul (see section 11 of [K] ). THEOREM A. -Let g be a Lie algebra and M be a right g-module. Then there exists a spectral sequence E^ = HRp(g) 0 HL^ M) =^ J^(g, M).
Proof. -We consider the following filtration on C^ (g,M) . Let (j € CLn{g,M) and x € g. Then it follows from 10.6.3.1 of [CH] that d((j,x,x) = (do;, x, x) . Here we write (a,y) instead of a (g) y. Thus the subspaces F^ = Cn(g, M) (g) Fg C C^g, M) give us a subcomplex and (^)^^L,(g,M)0rg.
More generally, for p = (a;i,...,^) and pj = (a-i, ...,.Tj, ...^), 1 < j <: i, one has d{^,x,x,p)={ (kj,x,x,p Here ^ = C^_,(g,M) 0 Ker^^g -^ A^g) is spanned by (^^,.^1,...,^) with z ^ s. Thus the corresponding spectral sequence has the form :
E^=HL^M)^CRp{g)
because there is a natural isomorphism ker^^g --A^gVker^^g --g 0 A^g) ke^g^A^g--A^g).
Hence the theorem follows from Proposition 10.1.7 of [CH] and from the above formula for d.
Proof. -It follows from Proposition 1.1 that HL^M) = 0 for i = 0,1 and HL^{^ M) ^ ^(g, M) for n > 0. We prove by induction that H^\^M) = 0. It holds when n = 0 because E^ = 0 for q = 0,1 and Theorem A implies ^(g,M) = 0 for n = ^1. If we assume H^\g,M) = 0 for all i < n, then HL^M) = 0 for z < n + 2. Thus £^ = 0 for g < n + 2 and ^(g, M) = 0 for i < n + 2.
The cohomological versions of Theorem A and Corollary 3.3 are still true with the same proofs (of course now one will consider C* (g, g*) instead C*(g,g), where g* is the dual of g). There are well-known examples which satisfy the assumption of Corollary 1.3 (see for example Theorem 1 of [D] and the main result of [T] ).
In the next section we consider the case when g is a finite dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra over a characteristic 0 field. Now as a sample application of Theorem A we compute
HL^:=HL^k)
where g is two or three dimensional Lie algebra defined over the complex numbers. Then Hi(g) == 0 for i > 1. Thus ^fLn+2(g) ^ H^\g),n > 0. By the direct calculations we obtain : HRi(g) = 0 for i > 0 and dim HRo^g) = 1. It follows from Theorem A that H^(g) = HLn(g). Hence dim HLn(g) = 1, n>, 0.
ii) Let g = rs^ with A = -1. In this case we still have HRi{g)=0 for i > 0 and dimHRo(g) = 1, but now dim^(g) = 1, for 0^z^3, and Hi(g) =0,i > 3. Easy calculation shows that the connected homomorphism Hs (g) -^ H^(g) = HRo{g) is zero. Thus for a;n:= dim HLn{g) one has a;o = 1, ^i = 1, a^n = 2, n ^ 2.
iii) Let g = r^^ with A == . In this case Hi(g) = 0 for i > 1, dim HRi{g) = 1 for z = 0,1,2 and ^^(g) = 0 for z > 2. Thuŝ L,+2(g) = ^(g), ^ = 0 for p > 2 and E^ = HL,{g) for p = 0,1,2. We claim that ^2 and hence all differentials are zero. Indeed, this follows from the fact that the class of z 0 (z A x A y) in HR'z{g) is a nonzero element and if uj is some element of (7L*(g) with duj = 0 then dp == 0.
Here p = (a;, ^, z, x, y) -(a;, x, z, z, y) + (a;, ^/, 2;, 2;, a;) -(a;, y, x, z, z). Thus XQ = 1,0-1 = l,a;2 = 1^3 = 2,a;n = Xn-2 + ^n-3 + ^n-4^ > 4, where a;n = dim HLn(g).
iv) Let g = 113 be the three dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra : [x,y\ = z. Then dim ^i(g) = 2, dim H^g) = 2, dim H^g) = 1 and dim HRo{g) = 3, dim HR^(g) = 3, dim HR^(g) = 1. The connected homomorphism ^(g) -^ HRQ^g) as well as all differentials of the spectral sequence are still zero. To verify the last fact we remark that z 0 (z A x A y) gives a nonzero element in HR^(g) and if uj € CL^{g) is an element with duj == 0, then dp = 0, where p = (uj,z,z,x,y) -(a;, x, z, z, y) + (uj, y, z, z, x) + (c^, re, ^/, z, z}. Hence for .Tn: = dim HLn(g) we have o-o = 1, a'i = 2, a;2 = 5, x^ == 10 and Xn = 3xn-2+^Xn-3+Xn-4^ n > 4. 406 
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Semi-simple Lie algebras as Leibniz algebras.
In this section we assume that char k = 0 and g is a finite dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra. Proposition 2.1 was proved independently by Ntolo [N] . She used Casimir element to construct the explicit homotopy. PROPOSITION 2.1. -Let M be a finite dimensional right g-moduJe and A be a finite dimensional corepresentation of g (see 1.5 and 1.11 of [LP] ). Then
Proof. -It follows from the dual of Proposition 5.6 of [HS] and Corollary 1.3 that HL^(g^M) = 0 if M is a nontrivial simple g-module. Thus, for arbitrary M, one has HL^M)=HL^k)^MB ut JLL,+i(g, k) ^ HLi(g, g) (see Exercise E. 10.6.1 of [CH] or take C = k in Lemma 2.2) and gg = 0. Thus HL^g, k) = 0 for i > 1. This completes the proof in the case of right modules. Let A be a corepresentation. Then there exists an extension (compare with the corresponding extension for representations in 1.10 of [LP] )
such that B 8 (resp. C 01 ) is an (anti) symmetric corepresentation and the proposition follows from Lemma 2.2. = HL^(h,B) , HLo^C^ = C and HLi^(h, C^ ^ HLi(h, C (g) 
where C ^ h is considered as right h-module by the action :
Proof. -One checks that the isomorphisms exist on the level of chain complexes.
The cohomological version of Proposition 2.1 is still true. As for Lie algebras one verifies that for an arbitrary Leibniz algebra h the space H'^Oi^'h) in the sense of 1.8 of [LP] is a space of obstructions for deformations in the category of Leibniz algebras. Thus we deduce from Proposition 2.1, Corollary 1.3 and [T] By definition / factors through /i : hLie -> g-It follows from Levi theorem that /i has a section s. By Proposition 2.1 we have s^dl{h))eHL f2^haTln )=o.
Thus s has a lifting g -> h.
Free Lie algebra approach.
Let f be a free Lie algebra and M be a right f-module. Since Hi(f^-) = 0, if i > 1, we deduce from Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 that Thus we prove the following proposition. Proof. -The first part follows from the fact that Ho{f^,M) is a constant simplicial object. The second one is well-known (see for example [Q] ). Since ^(Tot CR^(f^)) ^ H^CR^{g)^ the last part is a consequence of Proposition 3.1.
The relation between HL^h and HL^hue'
Let / : h -> b be an epimorphism of Leibniz algebras and let M be a right b-module. We may consider it also as an h-module through /. Let C* (h; b, M) is a subcomplex and H^(J^) = H^(h^M) (g) a. More generally : for p= (x^,...,Xi) and^-= (a;i, ...,^-, ...,^), 1 ^ j < z, one haŝ .a.^^^a.^+^-^^a^^],^^) + ^(-l)^^, [a, ^.], ^) + (-1)^(0;, a, ^).
Since [a, a-] 6 a we conclude that F^ C F}. C ... are subcomplexes of CL>,(h;b,M) with ^ = CL^(h;b,M). Here ^ is spanned by (a;, a,/?) with degp < 5. One checks that there exists an isomorphism /jr^-i ^ GL,(h; b, M)[-5] 0 a 0 b 05 and the theorem follows from 10.1.7. of [CH] and the above formula for d.
